
Sacred Music Florida


2022 Workshop Schedule 
Planning for College Applications and Performance Success Elise Jimenez 
9:00-9:45am I-3 
Join Elise Jimenez, Saint Andrews Conservatory faculty member, to learn how to 
prepare your materials for upcoming auditions, competitions, and performances. She 
will be discussing resumes, biographies, grants and more.


Exploring the Pipe Organ:  
An Ancient Instrument with Timeless Possibilities Alexander Pattavina 
10:00-10:45 I-3 
New York City Organist and Juilliard graduate Alexander Pattavina presents on the 
mechanical, spiritual, and musical wonders of the pipe organ. In this class, you will be 
introduced to the organ’s history, repertoire, and mechanics. You will hear Alex’s story 
of discovering this magnificent instrument (or, shall we say, the organ discovering him!) 
And what you can do to pursue a similar path.

The Art of Practice      Allison DeMarco
11:00-11:30           I-3
Learn methods of practice that best help your mind and fingers to process difficult 
passages.

The College Audition Process              Dr. John Sinclair
11:30-12:15 I-3
Getting accepted into a school of music is a different process what other academic 
areas of study. Learn how to navigate the audition process. 

Lunch
 

Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead:
Raising the Whole Musical Child    Angela  Singleton
1:30-2:15  I-3
S - Serve, Submit, Don’t forget Science
T - Trusting the Lord, Training in Music
E - Education, Entertainment, Excitement
A - Academics, Achieve, Arts
M - His Message, Music, Math, Money



Angela Singleton will share the importance of raising the whole musical child, from 
academics to music studies, while keeping God at the center of the journey. She will 
also share helpful tips for each stage of the process and how God provided insight for 
academic decisions and collegiate financial provisions. 

Music Games    Christie Casa
1:30-2:15            H-2
Join Christie Casa for some fun and prizes with music games. Music Mania, 
Music Bingo and more! Hands on fun for contestants of any age!

Conducting for Developing Musicians:
Do you Have What it Takes to Be a Maestro? Dr. Gordon Mason
2:30-3:15    H-1
Should conductors be right-handed or left-handed? What should I say and how do I 
hold a baton? All these questions and more will be answered on our adventure to help 
you become an emerging Maestro and also a better musician! Join us for this hands-
on workshop and learn the basics of conducting. 
All ages welcome!

The Profound Effect of Music on Life          Andrew Pudewa
3:30-4:15                I-3 and 4
Highlighting the profound neurological benefits of music in a child’s 
environment, as well as the research demonstrating the effects of different 
types of music on the brain, this lecture will transform your thinking. You will 
never listen to music in quite the same way again.
Andrew’s introduction to
The Profound Effects of Music on Life
In what possibly may be the most interesting lecture you will ever hear, 
Andrew presents research regarding the profound neurological benefits of 
playing a musical instrument at a young age and the advantages of having 
the right kind of music in the child’s environment. Dramatic evidence 
regarding potentially harmful music is introduced with both scientific data 
and spiritual insight. Includes numerous musical samples and commentary.

Awards Ceremony    Allison & Cecily DeMarco, Alexander Pattavina
4:30-5:30                   I-1 and 2
Awards/Results 


